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Introduction
Words are used by people to communicate every day, yet most
people still do not realize how words shape their lives and
perception. Did you know that most people speak over 7,000
words per day? As of May 2016, there are about 7.4 billion
people living on Earth. If you multiply 7,000 words by 7.4
billion people, you get 51,800,000,000,000 or 51.8 trillion
words. This means that at least 51.8 trillion words are spoken
every day. Even though we hear and speak words all the time,
most of us have little or no clue as to how powerful words are.
Words are not just elements of speech or writing, because when
words are spoken out loud, they transform into sound,
frequency, and vibration. Words also carry information which
plays an important role for communication. Without
information we will have a hard time learning things and
communicating to one another. Because words carry
information, sound, frequency, and vibration, they play a very
important role in our lives. Furthermore, they can be used to
harness the power of energy.
As mankind, we did not always rely heavily on words to
communicate, because we used to have a stronger telepathic
bond with one another. Due to certain tragic events in our past
that caused the higher elements of our DNA to, in a sense,
mutate and turn off, many words were introduced by the Dark
Forces (groups of self-serving thought-form entities) as hypnotic
symbols to manipulate our minds.
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The source of the Dark Forces’ malevolent behaviors is a cosmic
“virus”. This virus is not your common virus because it is very
intelligent. The main goal of the Cosmic Virus is to infect all
living things in the Universe with its psychopathic thoughts and
death science ideology. Many people’s minds are infected with
the psychopathic thoughts of the Cosmic Virus, especially people
who have strong psychopathic traits.
Like any virus, the goal of the Cosmic Virus is to drain its host of
energy until it dies, and therefore its mission is to cause death
and destruction throughout the Universe. The good news is that
this virus can only infect us when we live in a state of ignorance,
fear, hatred, and irresponsibility. As we learn to live peaceably
with one another and heal our bodies and activate the higher
elements of our DNA, our frequency will increase beyond the
limit of the Cosmic Virus, making us immune to it.
Today, many scientists like to refer to the higher elements of our
DNA as “junk” DNA, because they believe these elements have
no function. There is nothing “junk” about the higher elements
of our DNA, because Nature would never create something that
has no role to play in the progression of the Universe. Our junk
DNA contains the higher and more powerful elements of our
DNA. Because of this, it holds some of the keys to unlocking
memories of our true history and activating our dormant
spiritual powers (e.g., telepathy).
The reason that our junk DNA does not seem to function is
because the frequencies of our bodies are not vibrating in
harmony with it, causing it to “turn off”. In our current physical
condition, turning on all the higher elements of our DNA at once
would destroy our health. The current state of our bodies can
not handle the high frequency energies that travel through the
higher elements of our DNA. To safely activate our junk DNA
without damaging our bodies, we need to slowly increase the
frequencies of our bodies to the point where they harmonize
with the frequencies of our junk DNA. Once this happens, our
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junk DNA and bodies will communicate and function properly.
Because the higher elements of our DNA are, in a sense, turned
off, our spiritual powers and higher senses are weakened,
making it easier for the Dark Forces to use words to deceive us.
All the languages of mankind have been severely distorted by
the Dark Forces, allowing them to use words as magic spells to
manipulate us. However, they can only manipulate us when we
do not know how to use words wisely.
If you study the origin and history of words and languages, and
their connection to certain secret societies, you should
eventually come to the conclusion that all languages are
interconnected at a very deep level. Furthermore, you should
know that the language system is the Dark Forces’ favorite tool
to use to cast magic spells on mankind, so they can control our
bodies, minds, and souls. By the end of this book, you will know
specifically what that means.
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Chapter 1
The Powers of Words & the Art
of Word Magic
Some spiritual teachings have suggested that the world is made
of space (expansiveness and infinity), air (mobility), fire
(temperature), water (fluidity), and earth (solidity). 1 These five
elements are not based on physical qualities but spiritual
qualities. Besides these five qualities of spiritual energy, the
world is also made of words, because we live in a world that
relies heavily on words to communicate. When words are
spoken out loud, they transform into sound, frequency, and
vibration, which are some of the fundamental building blocks of
matter.
The physical world we live in is made of matter; therefore, it is
also made of sound, frequency, and vibration. In a sense, the
material world was brought into existence using the power of
spoken words. A spoken word has sound, frequency, and
vibration, giving it the power to affect how energy manifests
itself into physicality. Hence, the biblical saying, “In the
beginning was the Word”.
Phonetically, the term world sounds similar to the term
whirled, which is the past tense of the term whirl, meaning “to
turn around, spin, or rotate rapidly”.2 Before you were born,
you were whirled into existence due to the fact that your
1
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physical body is made of atoms. What do atoms do? They spin
and rotate very rapidly. This may be why the movie The Matrix
has a character named Neo. In Latin, the word neo means
“produce by spinning, spin, weave”.3 4
The term world also sounds similar to the term word and the
term word sounds like the term whir. One of the origins of the
term whir is the Old Norse word hvirfla, meaning “to turn”.5 In
English, the term whir is defined as “to go, fly, revolve, or
otherwise move quickly with a humming or buzzing sound”. 6
The definitions of the words in bold font in the previous two
paragraphs are all related to the word spin. Why the word spin?
Because everything in the Universe spins and we live in a galaxy
that spins. The world/whirled known as Earth also spins and
the people living on it use spoken words/whirred’s to create
their reality.
The language system is made of words because words have
magic powers and are great for enlightening or deceiving you.
One of the reasons that words can easily deceive you is because
they can be misinterpreted and misunderstood. Furthermore,
each letter of a word can be rearranged to hide the word’s
deeper meanings. In addition, a word can be given many
different definitions to confuse you.
To “innerstand” why words have the power to deceive you, you
need to know one of the occult definitions of the word language.
To find one of the occult definitions of the word language, you
need to split it into three words and study the definitions of the
newly created words, so you know what they mean on a deeper
level. When you separate the word language into three different
words, it transforms into “lan gu age”.
Language = Lan / Gu / Age
“Lan” is the feminine Chinese and Vietnamese name
2
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for “orchid.” The Vietnamese “lân” changes this to the
masculine context meaning “unicorn” coming from
“Kỳ lân.” When “Kỳ lân” is translated from
Vietnamese to Latin, we get the word “unicornis.” The
Kỳ lân was a dragon type creature that was said to
only protect the noble ones. It was also known as the
“Qulin.”
“Gu” is the god of war in the Dahomey mythology. So
now we have “Lan,” a monster that protects the noble
ones and “Gu,” the god of war. “Age” is the “age” or
“ages” of the zodiac. Hence, Lan / Gu / Ages are the
“monsters of war that protect the noble ones or
“golden gods” (Au-dio) throughout the ages.”7
The language system is an effective tool to help us communicate
to one another. However, because of our ignorance of the power
of words, the Dark Forces (false gods) have used it against us
to wage war on mankind for many ages. They have used the
language/lan-gu-age system to divide mankind and prevent us
from communicating to people who speak a different language.
This made it easier for the minions of the Dark Forces to
engineer wars between nations and therefore tricking us to fight
one another, preventing us from making the real perpetrators
liable and responsible for their crimes against mankind.
The Dark Forces are obsessed with wars for the reason that wars
cause a lot of death and destruction, and therefore generate a
large quantity of fear energy for the Dark Forces to feed on. At
the deeper level, wars are sacrificial rituals for generating
negative energy and preventing us from increasing our
frequency beyond certain levels, making it harder for us to
ascend to higher states of consciousness.
In the English language, many words are carefully designed and
put together in a way that gives them the power to cast spells.
The Dark Magicians are well aware of this which is why they like
3
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to use the English language to trick us to play their “con game”
to enslave mankind. Is this hard for you to believe? Read further
and I will show you the evidence.
English is the language that the Dark Forces want to use to
control the world. This is one of the hidden reasons that most
countries are now requiring English as a second language. Even
some of the governments of poor countries are urging their
people to learn English. The good news is that if we can prevent
the minions of the Dark Forces from establishing their one
world government, making English as the language of mankind
will make it easier for us to communicate to other cultures.
In the occult world, certain words are used along with rituals
and sacred geometries to direct and control energy to create
certain desired effects. This process of using words, rituals, and
sacred geometries to control and direct energy is known as
magic or magick. Be aware that I am not talking about the magic
tricks you see on television or magic shows. However, many
magic tricks do utilize real magic.
Most people will laugh at the idea of magic being real, but if only
they knew what magic really is and how magic is used to control
them, they would not be laughing. The world is dominated by
magic, which is why governments, banks and religious
institutions are some of the biggest practitioners of magic
spells. Until you train your eyes to see how magic is used to
control you, you will never know how the world really works.
The Controllers who pull the strings of politicians are well aware
of how magic works. Many of them practice the art of magic
which is why they are sometimes referred to as the Dark
Magicians. The problem is that they like to use magic for power
and evil purposes, instead of using it to unite mankind and
change the world for the better.
The most powerful thing in the Universe is energy. When you
4
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learn how to control and direct energy, you can become one of
the most powerful people on Earth. The unlimited power of
energy is the reason that the Dark Magicians are so obsessed
with the process of controlling energy. The key to controlling
energy is magic, which is the art of using sacred sound, sacred
geometry, and natural forces to direct and control energy to
produce certain desired effects.

What Is Word Magic?
The word magic is derived from Old French magique, Latin
magicus, and Greek magikos. One of the earliest definitions of
magic is the “art of influencing events and producing marvels
using hidden natural forces”.8 Magic has a strong connection to
magnetic and electrical energy. Did you notice that the word
magnetic has the word magic in it? Take out “net” in “magnet-ic” and you are left with the word “magic”.
The art of magic is often practiced along with certain words and
sacred geometries. The common words that are often used in
magic rituals are the words that produce powerful sound tones
when spoken out loud. These sound tones have powerful
vibrational patterns that can be used to direct and control
energy and harness its power.
Sound is able to direct energy for the reason that it carries
certain frequency patterns that attract energy to flow in a
controllable manner. Furthermore, sound is one of the natural
forces used by Nature to create crystalline structures and sacred
geometries, which are some of the building blocks of matter. If
you want to know and see how sound controls and directs
energy to produce sacred geometry, study cymatics and watch
these two fascinating short videos on YouTube titled Cymatics:
Sacred Geometry Formed by Sound and Cymatics: Science Vs.
Music.
Because you now know what magic is, let us turn our attention
5
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to what words are, so you can learn what the term “word magic”
means. A word is defined as “a sound or a combination of
sounds, or its representation in writing or printing, that
symbolizes and communicates a meaning and may consist of a
single morpheme or of a combination of morphemes”. 9
When you put the terms word and magic together, you get the
term “word magic”, which means the art of communicating
using sacred sounds and symbols to direct and control
energy to produce certain desired effects. All words have
magic properties. However, certain words have more magic
properties for the reason that they carry more energy and
intention. This is why during magic rituals certain specific words
are used.
Word magic can be used for good or evil purposes. The bad news
is that the Dark Forces and their minions have a strong control
over the language system of Earth, and therefore are able to
effectively use word magic to control us. The good news is that
when we figure out how word magic works and become aware
of how it is being used to control us, the magic power of words
can not affect us as much.

Why Words Are More Powerful Than Swords
Words are powerful because they carry energy, sound, and
frequency, which are some of the building blocks of matter. In
addition, they carry information that can be used as knowledge
to create or destroy things. When this knowledge is experienced
into wisdom, it becomes very powerful and can be used to
expand the body’s consciousness and spiritual power. This is
why applied knowledge is power!
Did you notice that the term words is an anagram for the term
sword? Move the letter “s” in the term words to the left of the
“w” and you get the term sword. Words are like swords because
they can be used to harm and “cut” you. In a way, words are
6
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more powerful than swords due to the fact that they can harm or
heal you at the deepest levels of your being.
In the King James Bible, verse John 1:1, it says, “In the
beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God”.10 This verse is talking about the force and
knowledge of the Universe, which can be expressed through
words to create worlds. A very important information you
need to know about the King James Bible and other versions of
the Bible is that they are written in allegories, so if you read
them literally, you prevent yourself from acquiring the
empowering knowledge hidden in the allegories.
Another important information you need to know about the
King James Bible is that it was translated to English from the
original Greek, and therefore when it says, “In the beginning
was the Word”, it is talking about the Source that created the
Universe. Do you need evidence of this? Read further and I will
show you the evidence.
The English term word can mean a few different things, but
when it is translated to Greek, it means logos. The word logos
is defined as “the source that controls the universe, the written
word or inspiration of God, or a logic and rational argument”. 11
In ancient Greek philosophy, the word logos means “the
controlling principle in the universe”.12
Today, the concept of logos can be found in every religion, such
as Christianity. To find the concept of logos in Christianity, all
you need to do is read certain verses of the Bible. In the King
James Bible, there is a phrase in the Book of John that says, “In
the beginning was the Word”.13 The deeper meaning of the term
word is logos, which is “the source that controls the universe”.
In other words, “In the beginning was the Source”. This is the
Source that created the Forces of Nature and genetic code.
Another word that you should know its deeper meaning is
7
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universe. The word universe is composed of two words, which
are uni and verse. The prefix uni originated from the Latin
word unus, meaning “one”.14 As for the word verse, it means “a
line of poetry”.15 Based on these two definitions, the word
universe means “one line of poetry”.16 A line of poetry usually
has words that have allegorical and metaphorical meanings.
To connect the dots, the hidden knowledge within the word
universe tells us that the Universe is an abstract reality field
made of poetic and magical words/logos/forces. In other
words, we live in a magical and poetic “play” known as the
Universe, and therefore God is the main author and we are the
co-authors. Quantum physicists have done experiments proving
that the Universe is indeed an abstract or dream-like reality field
composed of energy and forces.
Another word that has a strong connection to the term word is
the term light. Light is sometimes referred to as photon. In
physics, a photon is usually indicated by the symbol γ, which is
the lower case letter of the Greek symbol Γ (gamma).17 Some
etymologists believe that the Greek word gamma is where the
word grammar originated from. In English, grammar means
“the study of the classes of words, their inflections, and their
functions and relations in the sentence”.18
Grammar is the art of inventing symbols and
combining them to express thought; logic is the art of
thinking; and rhetoric is the art of communicating
thought from one mind to another; the adaptation of
language to circumstance.19
Another origin of the word grammar is the Old French word
gramaire. As described on EtymOnline.com:
late 14c., “Latin grammar, rules of Latin,” from Old
French gramaire “grammar; learning,” especially
Latin and philology, also “(magic) incantation, spells,
8
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mumbo-jumbo” (12c., Modern French grammaire),
an “irregular semi-popular adoption” [OED] of Latin
grammatica “grammar, philology,” perhaps via an
unrecorded Medieval Latin form *grammaria.20
The Old French word gramaire has a strong connection to the
English word grimoire. Dictionary.com defines grimoire
using these exact words: “a manual of magic or witchcraft used
by witches and sorcerers”.21 The occult definitions of certain
words in this section reveal that grammar or the way words are
used has a strong connection to magic. They also reveal that
words have the potential to direct and control energy. Be aware
that light is a form of energy.
In the Bible verse Genesis 1:3 (KJV), it says, “3 And God said, Let
there be light: and there was light.”22 In this verse, the Bible tells
you that God used words/logos/sound to manifest light.
Keep in mind that the word light has a strong connection to the
terms word and grammar. In other words, the Universe was
created from light and word/logos/sound. In Greek, the word
logos is defined as “the source that controls the universe”.23
The ancient Greek people believed that the powers (e.g., sound)
of logos could be expressed through words and be used to create
mystical things (e.g., sacred geometry). Have you ever wondered
why the symbols of corporations are called logos? It has to do
with magic and sacred geometry! The process of using logos
(e.g., source, energy, force, and sound) to create things, such as
sacred geometry can be seen in cymatics.
Here is a quote from the New King James Bible, verse Hebrews
4:12, that talks about how powerful words are:
For the word of God is living and powerful, and
sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to
the division of soul and spirit, and of joints and
marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and
12
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intents of the heart.24
[The rest of the book is only available in the full
version. To purchase the full version, click the “Add To
Cart” button below or visit this page.]
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